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Bohemia Canvas working with Hampton 
court/Historical Royal Palaces 500th 
Anniversary Field of the cloth of Gold

Tents are the oldest and arguably 
the truest form of architecture.

With an eye on the aesthetics as much as the 
functional, Bohemia Canvas is proud to be progressing 

the traditions of this ancient craft and art form.
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We make beautiful tents
At Bohemia we are constantly reminded of a structure’s 

capacity to fulf ill, not only the primal requirements 
of shelter and warmth, but also of their potential for 

majestic beauty, symbolism and celebration.







Bohemia Canvas is proud to be arriving in the USA!





Offering the option of crystal clear panoramic windows and greenhouse roof sheets.        



The Mayf lower
Bohemia Canvas is proud to present 
The Mayflower to American shores.

Constructed from soaring ‘whale rib’ timbers 
and reminiscent of great Victorian glasshouses, 

the Mayflower celebrates a variety of 
iconic architectural styles, 

in a range of shapes 
and sizes.













The Awning
With the ability to almost double the 
capacity of the Mayflower, the cotton canvas 
awning flies from the outer beams to create 
the option of an indoor/outdoor space 
around the structure.





The Grand Pavilion
Our 60’ diameter Grand Pavilion 

is the elegant smaller sister of  The Mayflower, 
combining complimentary timber and cotton fabric 
to create an elegant, chic and natural f inish. Circular 

in footprint (strictly 12 sided, do-decahedral) 
she sends her wooden rafters to the heavens 
with equal symmetry that culminate in one 

central circular 
crown.







The Lantern
Our crafted roof lantern is the perfect 

architectural feature to crown the Mayf lower 
allowing light to pour into the ceiling of the tent. 
Drawing inspiration from Decimus Burton’s Palm 

house at Kew Gardens in London, it further evokes 
this golden age of design.

With remotely operated windows it is practical as 
well as elegant and allows for further customisation 

with the choice of bespoke f lags or weather 
vanes to herald your celebration.









Craftsmanship
At Bohemia Canvas we are proud to progress the ancient art form of tent making. 
Our hand-crafted structures are designed and built with focus, passion and rigorous attention to detail.



Architecture
We transfer the aesthetics of permanent architecture in to temporary spaces with the highest structural integrity.







Bringing the outdoors in
With botanical linings or the option of glass panoramic window panels we are always 
conscious that a tent should be able to celebrate the outdoors and, if required, bring it inside.
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Bohemia Canvas lifestyle products – coming soon.





Beautiful 
lining designs
Each season sees the production of a new range 
of beautiful interior lining designs with subjects ranging 
from nature to historical Georgian wall papers. Using 
traditional block and silk screening methods in our 
Rajasthan printing house as well as modern digital 
methods, we work with craftsmen and artists 





Bespoke customisation
Every space is unique and carries your signature. We regard our tents as a celebratory 
ar t form and an opportunity for expression – a blank canvas on which to paint your story.











Complementary tents 
and creative configurations
We value the importance of continuity and style of 
aesthetic throughout the additional structures on an 
event project. With a range of ancillary structures we 
can create those break out spaces whether it be a 
drawing room, an after-party or a cocktail lounge.



Traditional pole structures       
Our custom vintage pole tents traditionally 
made from canvas are a perfect compliment 
to the larger Bohemia structures.





The Experience, 
celebrate friendship, love and life

It’s our passion to create beautiful spaces in which to celebrate. 
An ethereal setting for the experience and a space that resonates 

within it’s landscape. One that reflects the romance of the 
occasion and represents the style of the host.





About us
Bohemia Canvas was started by directors 

John Preston, Graham Cresswell and Charles Preston. 
With a background in set design and inspired by 

architectural influences from across the globe; it is their 
shared passion for creating beautiful and interesting 
tented structures that has grown the company in 

Europe over the last 25 years. 

They have been joined by Tim Garneau and his wife 
Courtney, both directors of North America, who 

together are proud to bring these beautiful 
designs across the Atlantic.





4 Cedar Point Road
East Hampton, NY 11937 USA

tim.garneau@bohemiacanvas.com
917-647-7670

UK and International 
sales@LPMBohemia.com 
+44 (0)1892 725 489

Republic of Ireland  
ireland@LPMBohemia.com 

+353 (0) 41 988 4771

www.bohemiacanvas.com
www.lpmbohemia.com

North America 




